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Abstract: In order to improve the accuracy of the linear motion of computer numerical control (CNC)
machine tools, a novel method based on a new type of 1-D (1-dimensional) artifact is proposed
to measure the geometric errors. Based on the properties of the displacement measurement of
a revolutionary paraboloid and the angle measurement of plane mirrors, the 1-D artifact can be
applied to identify position errors and angle errors. Meanwhile, the concrete 6 degrees-of-freedom
error identification method is described in this paper in sufficient detail. Through measuring the
1-D artifact horizontally and vertically using the machine tool, the geometric errors can be obtained
by calculating the deviation between the characteristic parameter of the 1-D artifact measured by
the machine tool and that measured by a more precise method, for example, laser interferometry.
Experiments were carried out on a coordinate measuring machine, and the validity and accuracy
of the method were discussed by comparing the result with the identification error measured by
a laser interferometer.

Keywords: CNC machine tools; linear motion; geometric errors; micro displacement measurement;
1-D artifact

1. Introduction

With the rapid development of mechanical manufacturing, CNC (computer numerical control)
machine tools cover a wide range of applications in the mold manufacturing industry, electronic
engineering, and the automotive and aerospace industries [1,2]. Owing to its advantages of being
all-purpose with high precision and a large processing scope, it has become a very necessary type of
equipment [3]. As is widely known, precision plays a key role in CNC machine tools, and this is a hot
topic in the machining automation domain.

Generally speaking, there are two approaches to enhance accuracy. One is error avoidance,
i.e., improving processing techniques, which is effective but costs plenty of resources. The other is
error compensation, which is conducted by obtaining the original errors of CNC machine tools by
some measuring method [4]. Clearly, as an economical and efficient method, error compensation has
attracted the attention of many researchers. The guide rail of machine tools has 6 degrees-of-freedom
errors in linear motion [5]. As the most accurate method, laser interferometers are widely applied to
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identification of the geometric error of the linear guideway [6,7]. However, laser interferometers have
a high price and tedious operation as the cost of their high precision.

The R-test, invented by Weikert et al. [8], was further used to measure the location errors of
a guide way by Ibaraki et al. [9]. Yamaji Masashi improved the R-test device to incorporate three
displacement sensors designed to simultaneously collect far more information [10]. Another method is
to calibrate the errors with standard parts, such as a ball-bar and a ball-plate. For example, Cheng
Fang realized the determination of the geometric error parameters of CMMs (coordinate measuring
machines) using a 1-D artifact (i.e., a 1-D ball-bar) [11]. Tsutsumi proposed a classical measuring
method, i.e., to conduct ball bar tests in axial, radial, and tangential directions and identify PIGEs
(position-independent geometric errors) by analyzing the eccentricities of the circular trajectory [12];
this method has been accepted by many scholars and is included in ISO 10791-6 [13].

In this article, we propose a systematic method to identify geometric errors in the linear motion
of CNC machine tools based on an innovative 1-D artifact. The 1-D artifact is composed of a series of
surface mirror targets. Furthermore, each target includes a revolutionary paraboloid and a plane mirror.
The former is designed to measure the 2-D displacement and identify the 2-D original location error of
machine tools, and the latter is to identify the 2-D original angle error. We can obtain 4 degrees-of-freedom
errors by measuring the 1-D artifact using an angle sensor driven by a machine tool in one direction.
Then, by rotating the 1-D artifact 90◦, the other 2 degrees-of-freedom errors can be obtained by another
measurement. As such, the method can realize the measurement of the geometric errors in the linear
motion of machine tools; the result was compared with that obtained by laser interferometer.

2. Measurement Mechanism

2.1. Geometric Errors of a Linear Motion Guide Rail

Any object without constraints has 6 degrees of freedom, which means it can move along or rotate
around any direction. Due to imperfect manufacture, the guide rail may have micro-movements in
every direction; as such, each axis has 6 degrees-of-freedom errors [14]. Take the X-axis, for example:
Figure 1 shows the 6 degrees-of-freedom errors, namely, position error δx(x), the horizontal straightness
error δy(x), the vertical straightness error δz(x), the roll error εx(x), the yaw error εz(x), and the pitch
error εy(x).
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Figure 1. The 6 degrees-of-freedom errors of the X-axis.

2.2. Design of the 1-D Artifact

To identify the geometric errors of machine tools, a novel 1-D artifact was designed with
measurement targets fixed on it as Figure 2a illustrates. As Figure 2b shows, the target is composed of
a plane mirror with a diameter of 10 mm and a revolutionary paraboloid with a diameter of 5 mm.
The equation of the revolutionary paraboloid satisfies:

x2

0.1547
+

y2

0.1547
= 2z (unit : m). (1)
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Figure 2. (a) Sketch of the 1-D artifact; and (b) sketch of the measurement target. 
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error ��(�), the position error ��(�), and the horizontal straightness error ��(�) can be identified 

Figure 2. (a) Sketch of the 1-D artifact; and (b) sketch of the measurement target.

The distance of the two targets is approximately 50 mm, and nine targets were selected for a measured
linear range of 400 mm. The angle sensor can obtain 2-D angle information by measuring the plane
mirror and obtain 2-D micro displacement information by measuring the revolutionary paraboloid.

Zekui Lv elaborated the mechanism by which an angle sensor identifies 2-D micro displacement
information by measuring a revolutionary paraboloid in his paper [15]. Figure 3 illustrates the principle
of measuring the optical path. Based on the principle of optical auto-collimation, the spot displacement
is linearly related to the angle of the measuring surface in the small angle range [16]. On the other
hand, the displacement of the reflection point on the revolutionary paraboloid is also linearly related
with the tangent plane angle at the reflection point. Thus, the spot displacement is proportional to the
displacement of the reflection point.
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2.3. Identification of Geometric Errors

We took the X-axis geometric error measurement as an example; measurement for the Y-axis and
Z-axis was similar. As Figure 4a shows, the spindle of the machine tool drives the angle sensor in the X
direction with the 1-D artifact laid on the X-axis horizontally. The roll error εx(x), the pitch error εy(x),
the position error δx(x), and the horizontal straightness error δy(x) can be identified by measurement
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of the plane mirrors and revolutionary paraboloids. In the case of good repeatability of the machine
tools, the geometric errors remain approximately constant along the same motion path. Therefore,
when the 1-D artifact is laid on the X-axis vertically, as shown in the Figure 4b, the yaw error εz(x) and
the vertical straightness error δz(x) can be identified.

1 

 

 

(a) (b) 

 
Figure 4. (a) Horizontal measurement with respect to the X-axis; and (b) vertical measurement with
respect to the X-axis.

Actually, due to the different orientation and position of each target, what the angle sensor obtains
is the relative 2-D angle and 2-D position information of targets. Before identifying the geometric
errors of the machine tools, the relative angle and position information should be calibrated by a laser
interferometer or by machine tools with higher precision. Through comparing the calibration values
with the measurement values obtained by machine tools, the geometric errors of the machine tools at
the location of the targets can be identified by calculation.

3. Errors Identification Principle

The method of angle and position calibration and geometric error calculation was introduced in
this section. Before the identification of the errors of the machine tools, calibration of the reference
artifact must be implemented; the aim of this was to obtain the relative angle and position information of
targets in the workpiece coordinate system via a high accuracy method, such as by laser interferometer
and machine tools with higher precision. The result of the calibration, called the calibration values,
included the two-dimensional angle and position of each target in the workpiece coordinate system.
It is worth mentioning that measurement values were obtained by the same calculation principle using
the machine tool to be tested. However, the difference was that they include the two-dimensional angle
and position by horizontal measurement and that by vertical measurement. Based on the calibration
values and measurement values, the geometric errors could be determined.

3.1. Calibration of the Relative Angle

In order to identify the angle errors of machine tools, a high-accuracy angular standard should
be provided by calibration. The workpiece coordinate system was established as shown in Figure 5,
and the relative angles θxi and θyi are the tilt angles of the plane mirror of the ith target around the
X-axis and Y-axis, respectively. The first target was selected as the reference target, and the angle of the
other targets were determined relative to it. The calibration relative angles could be obtained through
measurement compensated by laser interferometer.
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The spot displacement on the image sensor was proportional to the angle of the reflective surface,
i.e., each pixel corresponds to 2.27 arc seconds. Subpixel spot extraction can improve the angle resolution
by one order of magnitude. By using an angle sensor to measure every plane mirror, the displacement
between the spot reflected by each plane mirror and that reflected by the reference plane mirror can
be obtained. Due to the surface error of a plane mirror, it is rational to compute the average value of
multiple samplings. As such, the calibration relative angles could be obtained through measurement
compensated by a laser interferometer with an angular lens.

3.2. Calibration of the Relative Position

There is a point on every revolutionary paraboloid surface at which the tangent plane is parallel
to the plane mirror around the revolutionary paraboloid. This point is defined as the feature point
of the revolutionary paraboloid. To quantitatively determine the relative positioning of paraboloids,
it can be defined as the relative positioning of the feature points of the corresponding paraboloids.
Like the computation of the relative angle, the position of other targets was also found relative to the
reference target, as shown in Figure 5. The displacement values XFi and YFi are the relative position of
the feature point of the ith target along the X-axis and Y-axis, respectively. As Figure 6a shows, when
the angle sensor moves along the X-axis, the reflection point moves from ps1 to ps2 and the spot on
the image sensor moves from pc1 to pc2. In the same paraboloid, the translational displacement of the
angle sensor, as mentioned above, is linearly related with the displacement of the spot on the image
sensor. Besides this, the coefficient of linearity can be obtained by the measurement of the angle sensor
on the revolutionary paraboloid. To conduct a large-scale measurement, the distances of the feature
points of different revolutionary paraboloids should be determined.
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In order to calculate the relative positioning of feature points in the workpiece coordinate system,
the machine drives an angle sensor from the measurement point M1 to M2 along the X-axis, as shown
in Figure 6b. The points F1 and F2 are defined as the feature points of two revolutionary paraboloids.
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Spot images of the feature point and the measurement point are shown in Figure 7a,b. The position
of the spot center is obtained by ellipse fitting, which can realize subpixel spot extraction. It was
found by calibration that each pixel in the image corresponds to 2.27 arc seconds or 1.6 µm, and the
resolutions of the angle and position can reach, respectively, 0.2 arc seconds and 0.16 µm by subpixel
spot extraction. Actually, the spot image of a feature point cannot be obtained directly, so it is obtained
by measuring the corresponding plane mirror.
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As illustrated in Figure 6b, the vector relation between two feature points F1 and F2 is described
by the following equation:

→

F1F2 =
→

F1M1 +
→

M1M2 +
→

M2F2. (2)

In the X direction, we have:

(XF2 −XF1) = (XM1 −XF1) + (XM2 −XM1) + (XF2 −XM2), (3)

where XF2 and XF1 are the X coordinates of feature points F1 and F2 in the object ordinate system,
and XM2 and XM1 are the X coordinates of measuring points M1 and M2 in the object ordinate system.
Through measurement by laser interferometer with a position lens or machine tools with higher
precision, lxM2M1, defined as the distance between measuring points M1 and M2, can be calculated.
In addition, the distance between the measurement point and the feature point in a revolutionary
paraboloid can be determined based on the spot displacement in an image by the following equation:

(XMi −XFi) = k(xMi − xFi), (4)

where k is the conversion coefficient from spot displacement to actual displacement calibrated by
a laser interferometer; XMi and XFi are the X coordinates of the measurement point and feature point of
the ith revolutionary paraboloid in the object coordinate system; and xMi and xFi are the X coordinates
of the measurement point and feature point of the ith revolutionary paraboloid in the image system.

Since the aim of the computation of the relative positioning was to obtain the position of each
feature point relative to the feature point of the reference revolutionary paraboloid, the X coordinate
XF0 of the feature point of the reference revolutionary paraboloid was equal to 0. Therefore, in the X
direction, the relative position of the feature point of the ith revolutionary paraboloid can be calculated
as follows:

XFi = k(xM0 − xF0) + lxMiM0 + k(xFi − xMi). (5)
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Similarly, in the Y direction, we have:

YFi = k(yM0 − yF0) + lyMiM0 + k(yFi − yMi). (6)

In these equations, XFi and YFi represent the relative position of the ith feature point in the object
system. Besides this, xM0, yM0, xMi, yMi, xF0, yF0, xFi, and yFi are the coordinates of the spot in the
image system, and lxMiM0 and lyMiM0 are, respectively, the displacement in the X direction and the Y
direction measured by laser interferometer or machine tools with higher precision.

3.3. Calculation of the 6 Degrees-of-Freedom Errors

By the method mentioned in Sections 3.1 and 3.2, the relative angles θxi and θyi and position XFi
and YFi of the ith target were calibrated. To ensure repeatability of the measurement system, the angle
difference between the first and the last plane mirror should be, where possible, the same as the angle
difference of calibration. The alignment can be conducted based on the spot position in the image,
which can reduce the cosine error of the measurement effectively. When the 1-D artifact was located on
the X-axis of the machine tool horizontally, the measurement value of the relative angles θ′xi and θ′yi
and relative position X′Fi and YFi

′ of the ith target could be obtained by the machine tool to be tested.
In the process of measurement, lxMiM0 and lyMiM0 should be computed by the feedback value of the
machine tool. That means that X′Fi, Y′Fi are obtained by the following equations:

X′Fi = k(x′M0 − x′F0) +
(
X′Mi −X′M0

)
+ k(x′Fi − x′Mi), (7)

Y′Fi = k
(
y′M0 − y′F0

)
+
(
Y′Mi −Y′M0

)
+ k
(
y′Fi − y′Mi

)
, (8)

where x′M0, y′M0, x′Mi, y′Mi, x′F0, y′F0, x′Fi, and y′Fi are the coordinates of the spot in the image
system when measuring horizontally, and X′M0, X′Mi, Y′M0, and Y′Mi are the measured coordinates of the
measurement point in the machine coordinate system.

Due to geometric errors in the linear motion of the machine tool, the relative angle and position
measured by the machine tool are not the same as the calibration values. The roll error εx(x) and pitch
error εy(x) are caused by deviation in the relative angles and the position error δx(x) and horizontal
straightness error δy(x) are caused by deviation in the relative position. Thus, by calculating the
deviation between the measurement values and calibration values, these errors at the target positions
can be identified.

The roll error εx(x) and the pitch error εy(x) at the target position can be identified by the
following equations:

εx(x) = θ′xi − θxi, (9)

εy(x) = θ′yi − θyi. (10)

Due to the character of a revolutionary paraboloid, the displacement difference measured by the
machine tool includes coupling of angle errors. Hence, the position error δx(x) at the target position
can be identified by the following equation:

δx(x) = X′Fi −XFi − kmεy(xFi), (11)

where k and m represent the conversion coefficients from spot displacement in the image to actual
displacement and from angle variation to spot displacement in the image, respectively, and εy(xFi) is
the pitch error at the target position.

Similarly, the horizontal straightness error δy(x) can be identified by the following equation:

δy(x) = Y′Fi −YFi − kmεx(xFi). (12)
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When the 1-D artifact is located vertically, the measurement values of the relative angles θ′′ xi and
θ′′ xi and relative position X′′ Fi and Y′′ Fi of the ith target can be obtained by the following equations:

X′′ Fi = k(x′′M0 − x′′ F0) +
(
X′′Mi −X′′M0

)
+ k(x′′ Fi − x′′Mi), (13)

Y′′ Fi = k
(
y′′M0 − y′′ F0

)
+
(
Z′′Mi −Z′′M0

)
+ k
(
y′′ Fi − y′′Mi

)
, (14)

where x′′M0, y′′M0, x′′Mi, y′′Mi, x′′ F0, y′′ F0, x′′ Fi, and y′′ Fi are the coordinates of the spot in the image
system when measuring vertically. Unlike horizontal layouts, the Y coordinates of each target are
calculated based on the displacement in the Z direction of the machine. Thus, the X coordinates
X′′M0 and X′′Mi and the Z coordinates Z′′M0 and Z′′Mi of the measurement point in the machine coordinate
system were used to compute the relative positions of targets.

Similarly, the yaw error εz(x) and the vertical straightness error δz(x), instead of the pitch error
εy(x) and horizontal straightness error δy(x), are caused by deviation in the relative angle θyi

′′ and
position YFi

′′ . Therefore, the yaw error εz(x) can be identified by the equation:

εz(x) = θ′′ yi − θyi, (15)

and the vertical straightness error δz(x) can be identified by the equation:

δz(x) = Y′′ Fi −YFi − kmεx(xFi). (16)

Thus, the 6 degrees-of-freedom errors of a linear motion guide rail can all be identified.

4. Experiment

Experiments in the X direction were carried out in a CMM, and Figure 8a shows the measurement
setup when the 1-D artifact was located horizontally. Through this measurement, two angle errors and
two position errors were identified.
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Figure 8. (a) Measurement horizontally; and (b) measurement vertically.

The calculated results of the position error δx(x) and the horizontal straightness error δy(x)
identified through measurement using the 1-D artifact and laser interferometer are shown in Figure 9a,b.
The type of the laser interferometer was an SJ6000, produced by Chotest.

The results of the pitch error εy(x) and the roll error εx(x) are shown in Figure 10a,b. Since the
laser interferometer cannot identify the roll error of the machine tool, the measurement result of the
roll error was not compared with that measured by laser interferometer.
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For a vertically oriented 1-D artifact, Figure 11a,b illustrates the calculated results of the vertical
straightness error δz(x) and the yaw error εz(x) measured using the 1-D artifact and a laser interferometer.
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By comparing the geometric errors of linear motion of the machine tools measured using a 1-D
artifact with those obtained using a laser interferometer, it could be seen that the maximum measurement
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deviation and mean measurement deviation of the position errors were 1.2 µm and 0.57 µm, while the
maximum measurement deviation and mean measurement deviation of the angle errors were 0.8” and
0.32”, which might be caused by processing errors of the revolutionary paraboloids and plane mirrors.

5. Conclusions

This article presented an innovative method for the measurement of geometric errors in the linear
motion of CNC machine tools. The main innovation was the combination of revolutionary paraboloids
and plane mirrors in an array. The former realized the measurement of position and angle, and the latter
expanded the measurement range significantly, which made it possible for the method to be applied
in error detection for machine tools. In addition, the measurement mechanism and the principle of
identifying geometric errors were described in detail. By locating the 1-D artifact horizontally and
vertically, a total of six geometric errors of a guide rail moving along the X direction were identified.
By comparing with measurement results obtained using a laser interferometer, the feasibility and
practicability were confirmed. Incidentally, the measurement system based on the new 1-D artifact
could also be applied to identify the squareness errors of machine tools. An L-shaped artifact could be
produced by stitching two 1-D artifacts together to include two-dimensional information of different
vertical directions in order to measure the squareness.

Due to the measurement mechanism, the identification of straightness errors and angle errors
did not demand good repeatability of the pose in the workspace. That means the result of these
errors would not vary obviously if the pose of the 1-D artifact did not change significantly. However,
the positioning error, because of its distribution along the X-axis, was sensitive to the pose of the 1-D
artifact. Thus, we obtained the relative position of each target in the workpiece coordinate system to
weaken this influence, i.e., to reduce the error caused by lateral tilt of the 1-D artifact from first-order
error to second-order error (cosine error). However, the error caused by vertical tilt of the 1-D artifact
could not be eliminated. Hence, when the levelness of the machine tool bed is inferior, identification
of the positioning error based on this method will not show such good performance. This is also the
reason why we selected horizontal measurement to identify the positioning error of machine tools.

Besides this, the accuracy of position and angle measurement using this method could also reach
a fairly high standard, and the rapidity, scalability, and operability of the method make it easy to
automate and integrate. Due to the advantages of a noncontact measurement, the measurement time
of an axis based on the method proposed is less than two hours if data processing is automated. Thus,
this method has considerable value and potential.
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